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Coming Up Next

How Healthy is your Child’s Lunch Box?
Break times in the Primary Section are always eagerly anticipated by the
students as it is time to have fun and relax with their friends. It is also a
time for them to refuel their bodies with healthy foods in preparation for
the lessons which follow. Providing your children with a nutritious lunch
each day is an important way to make sure they are getting the nutrients
their growing bodies need. We believe that allowing children to choose
and prepare their lunch raises interest in what they are eating and makes
it more likely that they will eat their own creations. Let your child help
make lunch the night before school and you can guide them to
understand the proper portions and healthy choices of whole grains,
proteins, and fresh produce. We are looking forward to seeing a wide
range of healthy options included in lunch boxes throughout this term.



…we have been enjoying our Amazing
Animals topic. So far we have investigated
birds, underwater animals, insects and
jungle animals. We have loved learning new
facts and songs about all the different
animals. For example, did you know that
not all birds can fly! Red class has also been
very busy creating beautiful art work
depicting jellyfish, birds, ladybirds and
hippos. Last week we had a trip to the
cookery room where we had an incredible
time making bird feed; the children got a
mixture of different seeds, butter and
peanut butter and used their hands to mix
it all together. It is currently in the freezer
setting! The Secondary Science Department
has been very kind in lending us their
collection of dead insects which the
children thoroughly enjoyed investigating
and talking about during circle time.
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…we have been busy having lots of fun practising for our
production. We have learned new songs and a dance
routine. Our topic this half term is Food around the World.
We have been exploring different countries and we can
now recognise some flags for these countries. We have
also enjoyed cooking and eating different foods from
around the world. The American pancakes were one of
our favourite choices. In Phonics we are learning to
recognise digraphs and trigraphs in words. We have been
using our learning in Phonics to sound words out carefully
before writing them down. We are learning to plan,
segment, write and check our sentences. In Maths we
have been learning about measures and we have been
ordering objects by length and weight. We have also been
using mathematical vocabulary to discuss capacity.
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…we have been busy rehearsing for our assembly this week. We are so

excited to show everyone in Key Stage 1, as well as our parents all of

our hard work. We have actually been counting down until the big day!

We have used all the 5Rs to help us prepare for our big moment on

the stage. Miss Hanna was especially impressed with our relationship

skills because we have worked together and encouraged everyone to

do their best. The whole class were all especially resilient by learning

their lines and sitting quietly on the stage when it was someone else’s

turn to speak. We have been resourceful by using all of our skills and

talents to produce a fantastic assembly with storytelling, acting,

singing and dancing. But most of all we have had so much FUN!
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…our Chinese topic is in full swing. We have
been learning about the geography of China
and using atlases. Did you know that the capital
city of a country isn’t always the biggest city? It
was also surprising to compare Egypt and
China, even though the two countries are far
apart on the globe, they have more in common
than you might think. We have been going up
to the art room to complete art projects; in this
picture you can see the work we’re doing with
clay. We finished our letter writing in English,
and Miss Judy was so impressed with the final
letters we wrote. Finally, have a look at our
kindness box. We are working on being kind to
everybody in the class. If we see somebody
sitting alone at breaktime, we go and play with
them. Who’s name will be in the box this week?
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…we have been busy learning about Modern Egypt. We researched the way in which world trade began with the Silk Route

and moved onto the opening of the Suez Canal. Laila, Jana and Mariam were chosen to be Lead Learners this week. They

were resourceful because they went off and completed independent research. They were also resilient because they

presented their work in front of the whole class. By the end of the Topic lesson, everyone in our class knew all about the

benefits of the Suez Canal. Well done to the Lead Learners who did a fantastic job!
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…we have been studying measurement using standard international units based on the metre. We were interested to
find out that the metre was originally defined as one ten-millionth of the distance from the Equator to the North Pole.
A cube of water with sides of ten centimetres weighs one kilogram and has a volume of one litre. Metric measures are
all decimal and that makes it much easier for calculations than any of the old imperial measures. It is important to be
able to judge what a kilogram or part of a kilogram looks and feels like so with that in mind we conducted a number of
practical activities. As liquids assume the shape of the vessel they are poured into it was important to note that one
litre can take on many different forms.
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…we have been looking at a number of artists who have used water as an inspiration for their masterpieces.
This week we found out all about the famous Claude Monet. Born in France, Monet is well known for his oil
painting The Water Lilies. We decided to use his painting as our inspiration to create 3D lilies. We used water
colour paints to create a background for the lily and then we built up layers of very thin tissue paper to form
the lily itself. Everyone was proud of their own results and Miss Nina displayed some in the Year 5 pod.
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…we have been learning about living things in our Science lessons. We
have been looking at the different characteristics of living things, both
animals and plants, and finding ways to sort them according to this. We
worked hard to think about how to complete the process of
classification, using what was similar or different about different
animals. This was a task which we thought would be easy, but we soon
found out it was more difficult that we had initially thought!
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…Year 2 and Year 6 have started their rotation schedule for various units. Students in 
Year 6 are expanding their knowledge of keyboards, composing their own backing 
tracks with ICT software and exploring the different genres of world music. Students 
in Year 2 have begun their first introduction to keyboard lessons, Compose World 
Create recording software and boomwhackers/chime bells. Both year groups have 
demonstrated their understanding of the topic through their performances and 
compositions. Well done Year 6 and Year 2!
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Digital Leaders in Years 2 and 3 have been extremely busy
collecting feedback from their classes since the beginning
of term, using the new Google Form App. They
resourcefully created a survey using the Google Form App,
mashed-up their work to administer the survey through
their Google Classroom App, and had their classmates
complete it. Reflectively collating and analysing the
feedback and data during their Digital Leader ASA, they
are just about ready to create some tutorials to help their
classes resiliently use Google Apps for education across
the curriculum. We have witnessed absolutely outstanding
performance and results from our Digital Leaders, and
both year groups are thoroughly looking forward to
watching the upcoming tutorials. How could you
resourcefully use Google Forms at home to help build
positive relationships?
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Sunday 4th February – Thursday 8th February
E-safety Week

Monday 5th February
Primary Peri Showcase

Tuesday 6th February
Year 5 Nile Cruise – Trip 1

Thursday 15th February 
Year 3 Concert


